Chapter 6: Internet
Internet is
a. a local computer network
b. a world wide network of computers
c. an interconnected network of computers
d. a world wide interconnected network of computers which use a common protocol to
communicate with one another
The facilities available in the internet are (i) electronic mail
a. remote login
b. file transfer
c. word processing
d. All of the Above
Internet requires
a. an international agreement to connect computers
b. a local area network
c. a commonly agreed set of rules to communicate between computers
d. a World Wide Web
Each computer connected to the internet must
a. be an IBM PC
b. have a unique IP address
c. be internet compatible
d. have a modem connection
Internet addresses must always have at least
a. a country name or organization type
b. internet service provider’s name
c. name of individual
d. type of organization
World Wide Web
a. is another name for internet
b. world wide connection for computers
c. a collection of linked information residing on computers connected by the internet
d. a collection of world wide information
A world wide web contains web pages
a. residing in many computers
b. created using HTML
c. with links to other web pages
d. residing in many computers linked together using HTML
A web page is located using a
a. Universal Record Linking
b. Uniform Resource Locator
c. Universal Record Locator
d. Uniformly Reachable Links
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A search engine is a program to search
a. for information
b. web pages
c. web pages for specified index terms
d. web pages for information using specified search terms
HTML stands for
a. Hyper Text Making Links
b. Hyper Text Markup Language
c. Higher Textual Marking of Links
d. Hyper Text Mixer of Links
Which of the following is a correct format of Email address?
a. name@website@info
b. name@website.info
c. www.nameofebsite.com
d. name.website.com
The computer jargon - WWWW, stands for :
World Wide Web Worm
World Wide Wildlife Web
World Wide Women's Web
World Wide Women's Week
The process of transferring files from a computer on the Internet to your computer is called
Uploading
Forwarding
FTP
Downloading
Which one of the following is not a search engine?
Bing
Google
Yahoo
Windows
Internet explorer falls under :
Operating System
Compiler
Browser
IP address
Moving from one website to another is called :
Downloading
Browsing
Uploading
Attachment
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Which technology enables you to make voice calls over your computer network? A.
a. Internet Voice Protocol
b. Voice over IP
c. Digital Telephony Subscriber
d. Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter
Use the figure to answer the following questions:

The number 79 represents
a. number of unread messages
b. number of read messages
c. the total number of messaages in your Inbox
d. number of attachment files in your Inbox
You can click on compose button number to:
a. Write a message
b. Delete the messages
c. add a new folder
d. None of them
Which email have an a attached faile:
a. Javier.flores838
b. Linkedin upadats
c. Linkedin
d. Quran kareem
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